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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH)
technology transfer activities with the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) for
the period of April 1993 through December 1993.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
On June 10,1992, the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH)joined the
technology transfer effort at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center Technology
Utilization Office (MSFC/TUO). Since that time, the UAH contribution has
included the creation of the concept of critical area response packages for those
frequent technical requests, assisting in the formation of the Huntsville and
Birmingham Chambers of Commerce technology transfer programs, and
obtaining publicity for the MSFC technology transfer program.
2.0 CRITICAL AREA RESPONSE PACKAGES (CARs)
Early in 1993, the MSFC/TUO and UAH conceived of the concept of
developing stand-alone, integrated data packages on MSFC technology that
would serve industrial needs previously determined to be critical. Furthermore,
after reviewing over 500 problem statements received by MSFC, it became
obvious that many of these requests could be satisfied by a standard type of
response. As a result, UAH has developed two critical area response packages:
1) CFC replacements and 2) modular manufacturing and simulation.
2.1 CFC Replacement Critical Area Response (CAR)
2.1.1 Description
The CFC replacement critical area response package is a comprehensive
633 page document that describes the problems and current solutions to the
process of replacing CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons) as solvents, refrigerants and
blowing agents. The CAR discusses the schedule for replacement of these
compounds, including other ozone depleters such as halon, carbon tetrachloride
and methyl chloroform. Included in the CAR are the properties of several
replacements for the soon-to-be-banned chemicals. The replacements include
aqueous and semi-acqueous products as well as particle blast cleaners such as
ice particles and carbon dioxide pellets. Also discussed in the CAR are vapor
degreasing and hand wipe solvent alternatives. In addition to product literature,
considerable data are provided in terms of references to other organizations that
are active in the solvent replacement process.
2.1.2 Technical Reauests
Figure 1 gives the distribution of the CFC replacement CAR requests by
month through January 4,1994. Appendix A lists the firms requesting the CAR.
The large increase in requests for the CARs beginning in January, 1994, is the
result of a brief article in the January issue of MoCern Machine Shop (See
Section 3.1).
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Figure 1. Requests for CFC Replacement
Critical Area Respone Package
2.2 Modular Manufacturing and Simulation Critical Area Response (CAR)
2.2.1 _us.Gr.lj_t_
The apparel industry in the United States is undergoing significant
changes. One area experiencing change is the method of apparel
manufacturing. This change in manufacturing is in response to market pressures
for rapid style changes and quick response to customer orders. For years the
standard method of manufacturing has been the progressive bundle system
(PBS). In the PBS, operators sit at the machines with each operator performing
only one operation. As a result, large work-in-process (WlP) generally builds up
between stations. Garments are generally inspected at the end of the line. Work
is done in bundles of several dozen. Operators are paid based on production or
piece rate.
Many apparel firms are beginning to experiment with the concepts of
modular manufacturing to improve the process, minimize system variability,
improve quality, and reduce cost. Modular manufacturing has been defined as a
contained, manageable work unit of five to seventeen operators performing a
measurable task. The operators are interchangeable among tasks within the
group to the extent practical, and incentive compensation is based on the team's
output of first quality product.
Some of the characteristics of a manufacturing module are:
Operators are cross-trained
Group usually produces complete garment
Each operator performs one or more sewing tasks
Group chooses leader who interfaces with management
Group given considerable latitude in performing specfic tasks
and in machine and work assignments
Inspection is done within group which corrects errors
Group has weekly meetings on company time and has
access to management when required
Group is paid fixed salary, sometimes augmented by
production bonuses
Group members are credited only with defect-free production
By grouping machines in a manufacturing module such that a garment can
be passed from one machine directly to the next machine, material handling and
WlP are greatly reduced. Also, defects are usually detected much earlier in the
production cycle and thus promptly corrected. The advantages of modular
manufacturing are:
Reduced WIP and throughput time
Reduced inspection and timekeeping
Reduced supervision and bundle handling
Reduced employee turnover and absenteeism
Improved quality
Increased worker and plant productivity
There are also disadvantages of modular manufacturing including:
Increased number of machines
Possible increase in floor space
Plantwide training may be required before implementaton
Considerable supervisory planning is needed when changing
modules for new products
UAH, with funding from the Alabama Department of Economic and
Community Affairs (ADECA) and the Alabama Industrial Development Training
(AIDTraining), has developed three simulators to assist apparel manufacturers
design and analyze manufacturing modules. These simulators were based on
technology described in MSFC Tech Briefs MFS26091 and MFS28398.
The three simulators are:
3
SSE3 is an excellent training tool for the first-time user of
computer simulation and probably cannot be used to model
a real world apparel manufacturing module.
SSE6 can be used to model apparel manufacturing modules
that are based on the TSS (Toyota Sewing System) where
all operators stand and move between stations. Work is
done in lots of one garment. Figure 2 gives the operator
movement rules within the module.
SSE5 can be used to model manufacturing modules where
some operators are fixed at machines while other operators
move between several machines. The moveable operators
move based on a defined set of rules such as a time limit,
bundle limit, lower WlP, and upper WlP. Figure 3 gives the
operator movement rules within the module.
These simulators have been documented in UAH Research Reports 92-03
and 92-04. These reports have been combined with several additional articles on
modular manufacturing into a MSFC document: Modular Manufacturing and
Simulation Critical Area ResDon_p,, March 1993.
ollows:
The SSE6 has the following operator movement rules:
• Parts move torwara in the manufacturing module. Operatzons move forwaras with
the part anclalso move loacleraras for aeditional worn.
An operator performs an opera, on at a station and will move torwaras with the
part to the next station ana pertorms the operagon until the operator reaches an
operator at a station. The part is then placed in front of the station, or passed
directty to the operator, if the operator is tree.
If an operator is not busy, the operator will move I:mcteavar_until there is an
availal:le l_t. If there is no wailing part, the operator will interrupt the first
operator rear.ned. The interrupted operator will then move backwan:ls to either
find an avada_le part or another busy operator to interrupt. The interm_ng
operator will then complete the interrupted operation.
If a station has more than one machine, the operator movement rule for that station is as;
If the ol0eratornurrdoer,wno has lust cornoletea working on a Dart. is greater than
the omer oDerator nurrmers at that station, the operator wfl| atterrem to move
forwara to the next station with the parL If the next station is lousy, the operator
will interrupt one of the other opermors at the current stabon.
If the operator nurrmer,who has just comptetea wortdng on a part, is less than
the other operator nurrmers at Wat station, the operator will move loac_varas for
more worK. ff the loackwams station is busy, the operator will interrupt the
operator.
Figure 3. SSE6 Operator Movement Rules
Theinput parammem for a fixed operator are:
• Priority = 1
• Operatoreffdency (%) = value 1 to 150
• Other parameters = unused
The input parameters for a moveable operator are:
• Priority = 1, 2, 3 .... (1 = home ststmn)
• Operator efficiency (%) = value 1 to 150 "
• Lower WIP limit at this station = 0, 1, 2, 3 .... lots
• Upper WIP lirnztat this sta_on = 0, 1, 2, 3 .... lots
• Bundle lirr=tat this station = 0, 1, 2, 3 .... lots
• Time limit operator spends at this sta_on = any positive number
The rules for the movement of a moveaDle operator are:
Rule 1: Operator will attempt to move to another station in the pnonty list
when the operator has woncea more than me "lime Limit" at the
current sta_on, or when me operator has completed, or exceeded, the
"Bunc,e Limit"at the currem station and the operator has completed a
lotof garments.
Rule 2: If Rule 1 is smJsfied,the operator will move from the current station to
the first station in the pnortty list when one of the following conditions
is satisfied:
Rule 2_: WIP at current station is LESS than the upper WIP limit
and the WIP at a station in the pnority list is GREATER
than the upper WIP Emit.
Rule 2b: WlP at current station is LESS than the lower WIP lirr=t
and the WIP at a station in the priority list is GREATER
than the lower WIP lirrtt
If Rule 1 is sags'fled and both Rules 2a ancl 2b are not satistied, then the operator will
stay at the current st_on and ao another lot. Alter each lot the operator will try to move
depen=ng on Rules 2a or ?.b.
When the operator can no longer ao worn at the current station t_ecause there is no W1P
and Rules 2a and 2b are not satisfied, the operator will attempt to go to the first sta_on in the i
)rionty list that has WIP greater than zero, rather than remain idle at the current station.
However. if the operator still cannot move, the operator will remain at the current station and be;
[idle. Note that the operatorwiii atttempt to move every time the system c#tanges state.
The aJoove rules always check the parameters in the assigned priority seauence. For
example, if the operator is at Station 4 and the pnonty seauence is StaJJon2, Station 3, Station 4,
and Station 5, the rules are always tired starling with Station 2, then Station 3 and then Station 5.
It shou_l be noted that some of the pararnetem may be set to zero. For example, if the
•Time Limit"and "Bun_e Limit" are zero, then Rule 1 is always true and Rules 2a and 2b are
testecl atterthe operator has completed every lot.
Figure 2. SSE5 Operator Movement Rules
2.2.2 Technical Reauest_
Figure 4 gives the distribution of requests by month for the modular
manufacturing CAR. The large increase in the number of requests starting in
June, 1993, has resulted from several articles in Bobbin magazine and ADDarel
Industry Magazine (See Section 3.1). Figure 5 gives the distribution of the
requests by state. Appendix B gives the firms requesting the CAR.
2.2.3 rR.v_oJga_o_
A followup survey was conducted in October, 1993, of all the apparel firms
that had requested copies of the modular manufacturing software. The objective
of the survey was to determine how the software had been used by the firms and
to measure the economic impact of the use of the software. A copy of the
questionnarie is given in Appendix C. A total of 227 firms were sent copies of
the questionnaries.
In summary:
227 questionnaries mailed
39 responses (17.2% response rate)
Of the 39 responses
• 27 firms had used the software (69.2%)
• 11 firms had not used the software (28.2%)
• 1 firm had not received the software (2.6%)
Question 2 of the survey stated "How has the software been used?" The
responses were:
To simulate sewing module before installed on floor
To determine staffing and job assignment, as well as
projected production
Instruction purposes/setup analysis
To simulate possible improvements in our manufacturing
team and provide theoretical basis for improvements
To run different configurations for setting up modular line
for making shirts
Verify and test possibility of new lines/clusters
In process of converting progressive bundle system to
modular and used software to assist in transition
To keep up with latest technology so we can inform our
contractors of new technologies
Setup and balance lines
To determine best parameters for module size, cross training
and theoretical output
Overview of modular process
Test evaluation
See how modular manufacturing works in our situation
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We are currently modular in production. As we cost new
products, we run various simulations to get feel for actual
versus estimated
To get better understanding of modular concepts
To evaluate balancing, number of machines required, and
optimum number of people in modular line
As an evaluation program and entry point into simulation
To confirm line capacity of newly established module unit
Question 3 of the survey stated "What effect will the software have on your
firm?" Check all the boxes that apply.
Convert (or planning to convert) to modular manufacturing
Reduce operating costs Estimate $
Increase market share
Increase sales Estimate $
Improve competitive position
Opportunity to expand operations
Increase profit margin
Introduction of new products
Opportunity to hire new employees Estimate new
employees
Other
The survey results to Question 3 are:
Responses %
Convert (or planning to convery to modular 12 44%
Reduce operating costs 9 33%
Increase market share 2 7%
Increase sales 2 7%
Improve competitive position 8 30%
Opportunity to expand operations 3 11%
Increase profit margin 5 19%
Introduction of new products 4 15%
Oooortunity to hire new emplov_Q$ 1 4%
samDIQ 27 firm_;
Question 3 of the survey also asked the firm to estimate the reduction in
operating costs. Five firms responded with the following cost savings:
• Firm A $300,000
• Firm B $100,000
• Firm C $5,000
• Firm D $5,000
• Firm E $2,500,000
3.0 PUBUCITY
3.1 News Releases
Letters were sent to the following organizations requesting publicity on the
MSFC technology transfer program:
American Apparel Contractors Association (AACA) *
Alabama Textile Manufacturing Association (ATMA)
Apparel Industry Magazine *
Bobbin magazine *
Southeastern Apparel Manufacturers & Suppliers
Association
Greater Blouse, Skirt & Undergarment Association
Machine Design
Modern Machine Shop*
Those organizations marked with an * did publish an article on the MSFC
TT program. Bobbin magazine did a cover story on the MSFC program. A_Eg..a_J
Industry_ Mangazin_ did a one page article on the modular manufacturing and
simulation CAR. Modern Machine Shon did a one page article on the CFC
replacements. Copies of the articles that had been received are given in
Appendix D. Also, copies of the news releases sent to Machine Design and
Modern Machine Shod are given in Appendix D.
3.2 Seminars
The following seminars were held for those firms that had requested
copies of the modular manufacturing and simulation CAR:
Modular Manufacturing and Simulation
Location: Alabama Center for Advanced Technology
Transfer (ACATT)
Date: August 31 - September 1, 1993
Sponsors: UAH, ACATT, MSFC, and Southeast RTTC
Attendees:
• King Louie Intemational (2 attendees)
Adair, OK
• Playtex Apparel, Inc
Dorado, PR
• Abancla
Decatur, AL
• National Garment Co (2 attendees)
Chanute, KS
• National Garment Co
St. Louis, MO
• Fashionnaire Apparel, Inc
Marseilles, IL
• Pleasant Hill Mfg
10
Wagoner, OK
Modular Manufacturing and Simulation
Location: Alabama Center for Advanced Technology
Transfer (ACATT)
Date: October 26 - 27,1993
Sponsor: UAH, ACATT, MSFC, and Southeast RTTC
Attendees:
• Bearse Manufacturing Co
New Windsor, NY
• Marithe & Francois Girbaud (2 attendees)
Greensboro, NC
• Vanity Fair Mills, Inc
Jackson, AL
• Liberty Trousers Co
Birmingham, AL
• Southern Tech
Marietta, GA
A copy of the seminar announcement is given in Appendix E.
A seminar was also planned on October 27,1993, for those firms that had
requested copies of the CFC replacement CAR. The location of the seminar was
ACATT. Sponsors were UAH, MSFC, Huntsville Chamber of Commerce,
Southeast RTTC. The seminar was cancelled because of low enrollment. A
copy of the seminar announcement is given in Appendix E.
UAH was also invited to conduct a seminar on modular manufacturing and
simulation at the 1993 Bobbin Show in Atlanta on October 5, 1993. The seminar
was conducted by Dr. B. Schroer. The announcement of the seminar along with
the 24 attendees are given in Appendix E.
3.3 Articles and Conference PaoerF
The following journal articles have been published or submitted for
publication:
NASA's Role in Apparel Manufacturing Simulation, APICS
Textile and Apparel SDeCific Industry_GrOUD. Textile and
Apparel SIG Newsletter, Third Quarter, 1993, M. Ziemke and
I. Akbay (See Appendix D)
The Chamber of Commerce: A New Proactive Factor in
Technology Transfer, submitted to the Journal of Technology
Transfer, B. Schroer, M. Ziemke, and R. Sampson
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The following abstracts have been submitted for presentation at the 1994
Technology Transfer Conference:
Technology Transfer: A Chamber of Commerce Model, R.
Sampson, B. Schroer and K. Harwell
A Product Development Approach to Marketing Technology,
W. McCain and M. Ziemke
A State's Approach to Transferring Technology to a Target
Industry, B. Schroer and M. Ziemke
4.0 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER NETWORK
4.1 Huntsville Chamber of Commerce
4.1.1 E0[;]BatJ9_
In 1992 the Huntsville/Madison County Chamber of Commerce's
Engineering, Science and Technology Committee established the Technology
Transfer Subcommittee with the charge to identify approaches for the Chamber
to assist its members, as well as non-members, access to the technologies at the
federal laboratories in North Alabama. These federal laboratories included the
U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM), U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense
Command (SSDC), NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and the
Tennessee Valley Authority's National Fertilizer and Environmental Research
Center (NFERC). The Chamber's operations manual is given in Appendix F.
4.1.2 Technical Reouest-q
Since the Chamber began its technology transfer program in early 1993,
31 firms have attended a Chamber technology transfer program, 27 firms have
requested visits, and 59 technical requests have been received from 26 firms.
Figure 6 give the distribution of the firms submitting requests by number
of employees. Note that 68% of the firms have less than 100 employees. Also,
30% of the firms have over 250 employees with four of these firms having over
500 employees.
Table I list the firms submitting technical requests by SIC code. The
largest SIC category submitting requests was SLC8711 and 8731. This was
anticipated because of the large number of areospce and defense contractors in
Huntsville. Also, four firms had SIC code 3600, Electronics and Electrical
Equipment. This was also anticipated because of the large number of electronics
manufacturing/assembly firms in Huntsville.
12
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Figure 6. Requests by Firm Employment
42.3%
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Table I. Firms submitting requests by SIC code
Description Number of firms
2200
2800
3400
3500
3600
3700
380O
4911
8062
8711
8731
Textile mill products 1
Chemical and allied products 1
Fabricatecl metal products 2
Industrial machinery and computer 2
Electronic and electrical equipment 4
Transportation equipment 4
Measuring and controlling instruments 3
Electric services 1
General medical and surgical hospitals 1
Engineering services 3
Commercial physical research 3
13
Figure 7 give the distribution of the number of requests submitted by firms.
An average of 2.3 requets was received from each firm. Over 40% of the firms
submitted only one request. Also, approximately 20% of the firms submitted
between four and six requests.
Figure 8 summarizes the lead organization responding to the requests.
Over 80% of the requests were forwarded to federal laboratories. Also, five
requests were for employee training and forwarded to AIDTraining. One request
for business assistance was forwarded to the local Small Business Development
Center (SBDC).
4.1.3 Publicity
A number of news releases have been prepared. One of these draft news
releases has been turned into an official Chamber press release. Appendix G
gives copies of these news releases.
News releases have been sent to the following organizations:
Huntsville chapters of SLE, SAVE, SRE, SCEA, SAME, SAMPE,
ISA, SAE, RI/SME, liE, IEEE, ASPE, ASQC, ASHRAE, APICS,
ASME, ASCE, and AIAA
Huntsville Area of Technical Societies (HATS)*
Southeast RTTC
North Alabama Industrial Trade Association (NAITA)
Gulf Coast Alliance for Technology Transfer (GCATI')
Huntsville Association of Small Businesses in Advanced
Technology (HASBAT)
Alabama Small Business Development Consortium (ASBDC)
Business Council of Alabama (BCA)
Alabama Resource Center
Alabama Industrial Development Training (AIDTraining)
TVA National Fertilizer and Environmental Research Center
Mobile, Montgomery, and Birmingham Chambers of Commerce
Technology Transfer Society
Alabama Society of Professional Engineers (ASPE)
ADO/ADECA newsletter
Technology Tranfer Business
National Technology Transfer Center (NTTC)
Those organizations with an * have published the news release. Copies
of the published news releases are given Appendix D.
4.2 Birmin_oham Chamber of Commerce
The Birmingham Chamber of Commerce has expressed interest in
establishing a similar technology transfer program to the Huntsville Chamber
program. The UAH team has prepared a draft operations manual and publicity
materials for the Birmingham Chamber. Current plans are to have the
Number of
requests
Percentage of firms (%)
10 20 30 40 50
1 1 42.3%
2 7.7%
7.7%
19.2%
19.2%
26 firms
59 requests
2.3 requests/firm
3.8%
Organization
MICOM
Figure 7. Requests Submitted by Firms
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SSDC 5.1%
"I'VNNFERC 5.1%
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Industry
SBDC
6.7% 59 requests
Figure 8. Organizations Responding to Requests
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Birmingham program operational during January 1994. The Alabama SBDC
has agreed to serve as the chair for the technology transfer action board ('I'TAB).
Four technical requests have already been received from firms in the Birmingham
area during September and October 1993.
5.0 PROBLEM STATEMENTS SUBMITTED TO MSFC
This section contains a tabulation of the problem statements submitted to
MSFC from January 1992 through December 1993. Figure 9 gives the
distribution of problem statements by month for 1992. Figure 10 gives the
distribution of problem statements by month for 1993. The large increase in
problem statements beginning in June 1993 is the result of the large number of
requests for the modular manufacturing and simulation CAR.
Table II gives the distribution of the 1993 problem statements received by
state. In summary:
64.3% of the problem statements were from states with
Memorandum of Understanding with MSFC
351 (47.7%) of the problem statements were for the modular
manufacturing CAR
46 (6.2%) of the problem statements were for the CFC replacement
CAR
445 (60.5%) of the problem statements were assigned to UAH for
close-out
Figure 11 gives the distribution of problem statements assigned to UAH for
close-out for 1992. Figure 12 gives the distribution of problem statements
assigned to UAH for close-out for 1993.
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Table II. 1993 Problem Statements by State
State
AL
GA
LA
MS
TN
WV
Total
Other
Grand total
Modular CFC Other
Manufacturing CAR Problem
CAR Statements
76 5 118 (34.8%)
35 17 24 (7.1%)
3 0 10 (2.9%)
15 4 14 (4.1%)
14 0 29 (8.6%)
1 0 23 (6.8%)
144 26 218 (64.3%)
207 20 121 (35.7%)
351 46 339 (100.0%)
Total
199
76
13
33
43
24
388
348
736
Problem statements
Modular Manufacturing CAR
CFC Replacements CAR
Other problem statements
351 (47.7%)
46 (6.2%)
339 (46.1%)
Total 736 (100.0%)
Problem statements assigned to UAH
Modular Manufacturing CAR 351 (100.0%)
CFC Replacements CAR 46 (100.0%)
Other problemstatements 48 (13.8%)
Total 445 (60.5%)
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Appendix A
Firms Requesting CFC Replacement
Critical Area Response Package
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Firms Requesting CFC Replacement Critical Area Response Package: (Survey January 1994)
f, emaaax Fax State
Campbell Engineering Huntsville AL 1038
Kimberly-Clark Tucson AZ 1193
Right Now Productions Kensington MD 1194
Healthtex Greensboro NC 1220
Bowman Computers Grant City MO 1221
Teledyne Brown Huntsville AL 1227
Allied Signal Kansas City MO 1236
Dow Advanced Cleaning Richmond VA 1273
GTRI Augusta GA 1274
GTRI Albany GA 1275
GTR/ Brunswick GA 1276
GTRI GA 1277
GTRI Savannah GA 1278
GTRI Dublin GA 1279
GTRI Columbus GA 1280
GTRI Douglas GA 1281
GTRI Gainsville GA 1282
GTRI Macon GA 1283
GTRI Dublin GA 1284
GTRI Rome GA 1285
ABEX/NWL Aerospace Dublin GA 1288
USAMICOM Redstone Arsenal AL 1291
USAMICOM Redstone Arsenal AL 1292
Stockham Valves & FiRings Birmingham AL 1306
Mississippi Community College Booneville MS 1308
Caterpillar Inc. Corinth MS 1310
D. ManseU Booneville MS 1311
Ringier America MS 1313
Southeast Manufacturing Co. Dublin GA 1330
Chamber of Commerce Douglas GA 1331
Verlyn Enterprises Douglas GA 1332
DEC Corporation Shrewsbury MA 1353
Continental Disc Corporation KS 1354
Northwest Manufacturing Redmond WA 1355
Xomox Corporation Cincinnati OH 1356
Allied Signal Eatontown NJ 1357
Parker Hannifm St. Marys OH 1358
Hi-Tek Manufactuing Mason OH 1359
New Pig Corporation Tipton PA 1360
Delaware Tool & Machine Yeadon PA 1361
Repair Dev Ctr Cincinnati OH 1362
Permclip Products Buffalo NY 1363
Detrex Corporation Redford MI 1364
Mercer Engineering Res Ctr W. Robins GA 1365
Oakite Products Berkeley Heights NJ 1366
Torwico Electronics Lakewood NJ 1367
Motor Machine Co. Edison NJ 1368
Caterpillar Corinth MS 1370
Caterpillar E. Peoria IL 1371
Caterpillar Joliet IL 1372
Spang & Co. Buffer PA 1373
Mass Steel Treating Worcester MA 1374
RMS Minneapolis MN 1375
American Technical Ceramics NY 1376
Des & Fab Co Huntsville AL 1377
Nay Sur Warfare CII Indian Hd MD 1378
Fisher Rosemount Sys Austin TX 1379
Hubbard-Hall lrtman SC 1380
US EPA New York NY 1381
Manor Research Hayward CA 1382
Fast Wheels Tulsa OK 1383
Linv atec Largo FL 1384
SSP Fittings Twinsburg OH 1385
Hyperfine Boulder CO 1386
O.C. Tanner Co. Salt Lake City LIT 1387
Turbinie Component Tallahassee FL 1388
Engrs & Fabricators Houston TX 1389
MARS Co. Bloomington MN 1390
Diamond Black Technologies Conover NC 1391
22
Appendix B
Firms Requesting Modular Manufacturing and Simulation
Critical Area Response Package
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Appendix C
Survey Questionnaire
3o
Center for Automation
and Robotics
September 24, 1993
_ "l'heUniversityOf AlabamaIn Huntsville
Huntsville, Alabama 35899
Phone: (205) 895-6243
Fax: (205) 895-6733
Dear Requcstor of Software:
Several weeks ago your firm requested a copy of the Apparel Modular
Manufacturing software (SSE5 and SSE6 simulators)from the NASA Marshall Space
FlightCenter(MSFC) Technology UtilizationOffice.
Ihope you willtakethc time to complete the attachedqucstionnairc.Wc arc very
interestedin knowing how thissoftware was used by your firm and any comments you
may have on improving the software.
Thanks for your help.
_hroer "
Director
BlS:hg
Attachments
09/41
31
ASnmmGtamt_
NASA Technology Transfer
Industry Followup
1. Have you used the software? yes
2. If yes, how has the software been used?
no
3. What effect will the software have on your firm?
Convert (or planning
Reduce operating costs Estimate $
Increase market share
Increase sales Estimate $
Improve competitive position
Opportunity to expand operations
Increase profit margin
Introduction of new products
Opportunity to hire new employees
Other
to convert) to modular manufacturing
Estimate new employees
Suggestions for improving software:
Optional
Name:
Company:
City:
Return to:
Or FAX to:
Bernard J. Schroer
Center for Automation and Robotics
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899
Bernard J. Schroer
(205)895-6733
- 32
Fold
Dr. Bernard J. Schroer
Center for Automation and Robotics
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899
33
Appendix D
Articles Describing the MSFC TT Program
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Primed For Blast-Off
NASA is taking interest in the apparel
industry as part of its mandate to
transfer technology to the private
sector, by Lisa Cedrone
PACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER?It s not intended to be for NASA,
with its mission to explore" strange__,
new industries and seek out innova-
tive apphcations for its vast technol-
ogy base.
The undertaking of transferring
space-age developments to the world
of private industry has received a lot
of lip service over the past few years
at The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). Under the
mandate of the Stevenson-Wydler
Technology Transfer Act of 1980, the
United States' 700 federal laborato-
ries, which include NASA's research
centers, were authorized to launch the
transfer. The act was not successful
in achieving its goal, but was later sup-
plemented by additional le_oislation
most notably, the National Competi-
tiveness Act of 1989 -- that has, if
nothing else, at least set a fire smol-
dering under the government's seat.
Since '89, NASA has had success in
assisting some U.S. manufacturing
industries in adopting and developing
new technology and accessing state-
of-the-art commercial applications.
Most of the gains, however, have been
made in related sectors, such as aero-
nautics -- until recently. The George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville, AL, for one, is pushing to
alter the trend by reaching out to other
industries, including apparel and tex-
tiles, in an effort to stimulate NASA's
technology transfer mandate.
More than 650 problem statements
(applications from manufacturers seek-
ing assistance) have been received and
answered by Marshall's Technology
Utilization Office in the past three
years. And in the past six months alone,
the center has had contact with 100
apparel firms and started work on
50 apparel-related projects with
Alabama companies including Kap-
pler USA, Russell Corp., Vanity Fair
Mills and Phillips-Van Heusen.
=The reason garment industry
inquiries are going up is partly due to
the advent of the University of Alabama
in Huntsville _ Dr. Bernard Schroer,
Carl Ziemke and Wayne McCain, three
of the university's researchers work-
Lug in the apparel sec-
tor, have joined the
Technology Utilization
Office under a contract
with NASA _ and
partly as a result of an
extensive county-by-
county outreach effort
that the state of
Alabama _sh_gating,"
explains Harry Watters,
a team member at Mar-
shalrs Technology Uti-
lization Office. As the
apparel industry is one
of the state's strongest
manufacturing sectors,
it is receiving a great
deal of attention during the canvass-
ing process..
You might wonder what applica-
tions technology developed to advance
the exploration of our solar system
might have in an industry such as
apparel. As Watters points out: =A lot
of the technology we can spin off to
industry you would never think is
related to rocket science. But the
processes, planning operations, flow
on the factory floor, adaptationof robot-
ics and automation and computer-aided
design we use are all generic."
Marshall is primarily responsible
for the research and development of
large launch vehicles and the devel-
opment and integration of payloads
and experiments. The center is unique
becauseithas the management respon-
sibilityforallofthe space shuttle's
launch components, with the excep-
tionofthe orbiteritself.Italsohan-
dlesNASA's new solidrocketmotor
facilityand the developmentofmany
unmanned payloadsforspacemseam_
As a resultoftheseobligations,Mar-
shallhasmuch more expertiseinman-
ufacturingthan otherNASA centers,
such as Langley Research Center,
Hampton, VA, orAmes ResearchCen-
ter,Moifett Field, C_ And the Alabama
Simulation and
related computer
technology, both
which have
numerous
applications in
sewn products
manufacturing,
are areas in
which NASA has
a wealth of
information.
centeriswellsuitedto
transferringtechnol-
ogy tothe privatesec-
tor,having a dedicated
Technology Transfer
Office and seven labo-
ratories offering exper-
tise in manufacturing.
The laboratories'
work in vision systems
is one areathat has good
potential for transfer
to the apparel and tex-
tile industries. _I
we can help provide
generic, commercially
available solutions to a
whole bunch of vision
system problems of automatic sewing
machines," points out Ziemke. Mar-
shall has worked extensively in devel-
oping vision system and sensor
technology for welding air-conditioner
compressors and has had contact with
Bobbin, March 1993 4337
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ranching outto secondary applications hasnot been one of NASA's
overall strengths, according to a recent NASA report prepared by
the Special Initiatives Team on Technology Transfer, which was'char-
tered last May. The self-evaluation, released by NASA administrator
Daniel S. Goldin in January, revealed the organization's limited tech-
nology transfer success, saying that the process has been too slow to
meet U.S. industry needs and that NASA employees, managers and
contractors often do not believe technology transfer is part of their
jobs.
Marshall began addressing these problems in 1989, when the cen-
ter started an extensive outreach program. During that year, it signed
technology transfer "Memoranda of Understanding" with the states of
Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia, Mississippi, Louisiana and West Vir-
ginia. Under these agreements, Marshall has undertaken coopera_e
efforts with local chambers of commerce, economic development
organizations and educational institutions in each of the six states to
solve industry problems.
"We have interpreted these memoranda as meaning that we need
to assign a personto concentrate on eachstate, to getto know the state
and itsindustriesandwhat their.technical requirementsare,"saysHarry
Watters, a team member at Marshall'sTechnologyUtilizationOffice.
Seventy percentof Marshall's technologytransfer effortsare con-
centrated in these states,although the center is notlimitedin its reach
and it has answered requestsfor helpfrom 46 statesto date. Accord-
ing to IsmailAkbay, directorof the Technology Utilization Office, "We
have otherstatesaskingus to reachintotheir areas -- as far away as
Maine, Connecticut, Arizona and the Carolinas. We are nowevaluat-
ing our work load to determine how we willbe able to take on addi-
tional projects."
There's littledoubtthat technologytransferwill takeon new impor-
tance inNASA'sagenda,openingupnew opportunitiesfor industry.The
Special InitiativesTeamon TechnologyTransferreportspecificallycalls
formajor improvementsinthe waytechnologyisdisseminatedand offers
recommendationsfor changing NASA's culture.Marshall, for exam-
ple, is already looking at increasingthe number of states in which it
has dedicatedrepresentatives.Resoumesare a liming factor, but the
renewed emphasis the organiza_onis placingon technologytransfer
is a step in the right direction. []
every supplier that does substantial
work in this area. If an apparel com-
pany "wants to measure the velocity
of a piece of cloth without anything
touching it, for example," the researchers
know exactly which suppliers can pro-
vide an off-the-shelf technology at a
fraction of the cost it would take to
develop something for that particular
purpose. Application of the latest tech-
nology from commercial and
federal sources is one of Mar-
shall's greatest strengths,
says Ziemke, _because NASA
doesn't always develop new
systems from scratch if they
can apply and modify exist-
ing technology."
On the other hand, there
are exclusive NASA devel-
opments available. One
example is the power factor
controller, a device devel-
opec]at Marshal] during the
first oil crisis that reduces
an electric motor's power
consumption. Designed for
motors that are lightly loaded
and loaded only occasion-
ally, it has been used in sev-
eral sewing applications.
The power factor controller
was patented by NASA, and
according to Dr. Ken Fernandez, tech-
nology transfer outreach manager, it's
one of the organization's most sought
after licenses. However, NASA is not
in the business of getting rich from
patents, he points out. =In many cases,
NASA is mainly interested in pushing
the technology out the door," empha-
sizes Fernandez, "so the licenses are
priced very reasonably." The point is
Asan exampleof Marshall'sworkwith industry, technologyutilization
officialspointouttheworld'sfirst fiberplacementsystem,whichwas
developedthrougha jointventurebetweenMarshallandprivateindustry.
Leftto right,IsmailAkbay,directorof Marshall'sTechnology Utilization
Office, Dr.KenFernandez,oub'eachmanagerandNell Massey,managerof
contractcompliance.
to try to get private companies to com-
mercialize the technology, especially
flit has potential to help industry.
Simulation and related computer
technology, both which have numer-
ous applications in sewn products man-
ufacturing, are other areas in which
NASA has a wealth ofinformation.
There iseven an apparel-specificsim-
ulation program for modular manu-
facturing environments
available free for the asking
at Marshall. Developed by
Schroer under contract with
NASA, the program has been
utilized successfully by sev-
eral Alabama companies,
including some that otherwise
would not have the resources
to develop or purchase such
a manufacturing tool. Kap-
pler USA, a Guntersville, Air
_ i based manufacturer of
protective apparel and related
garments, for one, has suc-
cessfully used the progr_ to
assist in converting 90 per-
cent to 95 percent of its oper-
ations to modular, says Gary
Mitchell, senior en_neer at
the company's Guntersville
plant.
The simulation program is
44 Bobbin, March 1993 38
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a typical example offi-ee
or inexpensive, readily
available tschnology. You
mil_t even be pleasantly
surprked to find it won't
co_ you an arm or a leg
if you decide to seek
NASKe assistance. For
exampk, after.:
free u_hnical aui_e
for solving _e prob-
lemj: data bale Narchm
on new technolowies,
patenm and information
on competitors, etc., for
a small search fee; the
COSMIC _are library
ofL200 programs devel-
oped with NASA funds
(proi_'ams available
through the Univermty
ofGem1_ for a small fee);
and NASA Tech :Briefs
a freemon  y
publication containing
short abstracm describ-
 rR SA, dev   ed
nololiu.
Moreover, getting
involved in Marshall's
technology wansfer pro-
gram is not complicated.
Searching for Answers?
andpmc,mu, _orma_ and eleclmnloram, proput_on,m
and am, ofNASAtec, ami mtidy umful
I#am'_ _ Pnmmm -
B Mmdm selecdnnand_dml
I _b_o _o_e_
m
• Sotwmo mo g
li Gum.:e,na, ga  ,c ,m.olsensors
andmechmams
• _zmma_ a_ mtm_
• Commlmi(_I_xl8_ iincimchn_quu
• Bec_icei power
I Sm_n _;m a_i t_hniqum
Formorn_tma_ on_w (_o_1C. Uiml_l _ Fl_lltC_nm m¢l
mcmo oumm Wo mm,¢xi¢
i "_ Fax:_PM4-_I
Tecl_meal as_stance, for example, can
be initiated by filling out a one-pa_e
problem statement form,
"It is a very. simple process," says
Fernandez. "Someone from a private
company does not have to compose a
long-winded letter and send it to an
anonymou_ organiza_on. The process
i_ _ to be eu-eamline_ You can
even fax i_ a problem."
Problem _tatemen_s are reviewed
weekly by Marabnlrs Technology Apl_li.
ca_ Board. "Generally,i_w_deter-
mine we have a chance a_:helpin_ a
company, we will send an immediate
response back saying the inquiry has
been assigned a problem sm_:ement
number," say_ Fernandez, ._u answer
may be rudfly available through tech.
nologieealreadyinve_ig_d ordevel-
oped by NASA. Ifnot,the problem is
routed to the appropriate technical
laboratoryand personnel at the cen-
ter.Or theproblem couldbe referred
_oanswer center.
In many ca_s, a problem statement
will not provide _cient information
for NASA to be_ reaearchf_ a solu-
tion. In these insr_acez. NASA t_pi.
callyinvitesrel_"esentatives from the
company tocome tothe centerand
meet with technologists, or a_k_ the
company to mall more de_dled infor-
mation. Visitors are required to pay
their own travel expenHs, but there
is no additional fee levied by NABA
for the visit.
For the avera_ problem, the Tech-
nology U_lizar, ion Ofl_ce aim to pro-
vide an amm_ m e0 day_ And reque_
such as _ ores can be m_ed
immediately. If them i_ no_ an off-the.
shelf solution for a company's prob-
lent, NASA may enter into a long-r_arm
project with the company to develop
or mode .fy a technology. This is typi-
callydone on a shar_i-cos_ basis with
the manufaonu-i_g company.
_he company puts up resources to
come down and work with us," adds
Fernandez, "and we pro-
vide access to the labora-
tories. In other cases -- if
we have a umque resotu'ce
that isnot available on the
commercial market -- we
would allow industry, to
come in on a reimbursable
basistowork with us and
develop the technalo_y."
However, NASA does
have come _round rules.
It does not amnnp_ m com-
ing commercial products
or privam consultants. "If
itisa sU'aight ealpneerm_
typetaskwhere the com-
pany says i_ needs to fig-
ure m1_how much _hUu_
is needed in an area." for
example, say Fernandez,
"we would conslder i__¢ae-
thingthat any number of
private consulting firms
should address." N_ither
willNASA offer product
reviews of existing tech-
nology,though earuhers
will talk about smeral suc-
cue with a generic tech-
nology.
In developin_ or adaptinr tech-
nology alrplica¢ions. NASA has engaged
in several projects with the apparel
and textile industries. At one large
vertical Alabama manufact'ttrer, for
example,severalgenericindun pro 
leme are _ discuued, and NASA
experience in m_mor aud _ent
technology i_ being applied. In another
cue, the company asked NASA for
informa¢ion on way_ to examine bales
of cotton for metal impurities prior
to l:n'oceaain_.The_ metal pieces tTp-
ical]y break off of farming equipment
and can cause duet explosions or
mechanical damage when sucked rote
fiber processing equipment. Once a
bale of cotton is opened, it is di_cult
to retur_ the bale to the supplier.
the objective is to f_d a way to exam.
ine the bales prior to opening.
Technical suggestions given_o a
company typically require that new
equipment be purchased and in,e-
grated into an existing process. This
_ COVER STORY
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is not always feasible, and in instances
such as the cotton bale inspection equip-
ment, the partnership has not mate-
rialized an answer yet. Even if a
technology is adapted, evaluationtime
is then required before most problems
can be deemed as solved. For instance,
several sensing and measurement
devices currently being used by this
apparel company, based on NASA rec-
ommendations, will take several weeks
to evaluate. In addition, long-term,
ismailAkbay(right)and Dr.KenFernandez
inspecthe interiorof Freedom'sengineering
mock.up.
Researchanddevelopmentfor SpaceStation
Freedom,oneof Marshall'sprojects,is
expectedto yieldtechnologyto U.S.industry.
48 Bobbin, March 1993
generic problems, such as the con-
trol or elimination of static electricity
in the manufacturing process, are ongo-
ing concerns which may never be totally
eliminated.
It's too early to say whether al] or
any of the NASA suggestions will prove
feasible in applications at apparel com-
panies.
NASA is by no means a ma_cal
source of answers. It takes commit-
ment and resources from both sides to
make a project successful.
However, _if something generic
works, it's not only the solution
for one company, but the solu-
tion for many companies,"
believes Ziemke. None of the
generic technologies recom-
mended or developed by NASA
are proprietary; any company
has access to the information.
That's not to say that NASA
won't respect the confidential-
ity of a company's research
efforts. Marshall's researchers,
for example, will agree not to disclose
company-sensitive information encoun-
tered while working with a manu-
facturer. For Kappler USA, this policy
made its executives comfortable with
establishing a NASA partnership
40
to improve the properties of a dis-
posable garment fabric. While it is
still too early to predict the outcome,
the end result of such a cooperative
effort may be a shared patent between
industry and NASA if a unique process
for improving the product is jointly
created based on a new NASA con-
cept.
So the countdown for technology
transfer is on, and getting in on the
ground floor of these efforts may prove
an advantage for apparel manufac-
turers. But in the long run, if the sewn
products industries want to reap the
benefits of NASA's expertise, the weight
of the burden cannot rest solely with
the government. _One of the lines that
we use is, _rech transfer is a contact
sport,'" says Fernandez. _Vhile it's
great to have magazines that docu-
ment everything we've done from a
technical nature, we find that going
out and directly meeting with indus-
try and making visitations at plants
is necessary."
Indeed, if technology transfer is to
truly blast off, initiatives from man-
ufacturers willnot only be necessary,
but imperative. _]
I_Asa Cedrone is technical editor of Bobbin.
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ENGINEERING ....
Simulation Program Lets Users
Try Modular Before They Buy
Sewn products makers can see how modular will affect their production via
NASA-developed simulation software, by Colleen Moynahan
f you've been considering a
modular manufacturing sys-
tem but are unsure of its fea-
sibility, NASA may be able to
help you q for free.
As part of the NASA Technol-
ogy Transfer Program, researchers
at the University of Alabama-
Huntsville and the Marshal Space
Flight Center have developed a
simulation program that assists in
the design and evaluation of mod-
ular manufacturing systems via
computers.
"Basically, it's for companies
that want to convert from the old
progressive bundle system to mod-
ular," says Bernard Schroer, UAH,
chairman of the Industrial and Sys-
tems Engineering Department. "It
lets them design and analyze the
module without making the actual
investment."
The software program will run
on most personal computers with
a VGA monitor. Users simply
input information such as number
of stations, machines and standard
time for each operation, and the
system constructs a simulation.
"It will show where the line is
unbalanced because the work-in-
process will pile up," says Schroer.
Three different programs, de-
pending on the modular style, are
included on disk. For instance, the
SSE#6 simulation program, which
is based on the Toyota Sewn Prod-
ucts Management System, in-
cludes the following operation
characteristics:
• Work done in lots of one part.
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• One line with a maximum of
18 stations (all stations in a series).
• Each station may have up to
eight machines with each perform-
ing the identical operation.
• All operators are cross-trained
and able to work at any station at
similar efficiency.
Some
manufacturers are
using the
program to check
their modular plans
before
implementation.
Others, who still
may be investigating
modular, use the
program to form such
plans.
• Maximum of 26 operators.
• Unlimited space for work-in-
process in front of each station.
• Always enough items (WIP) in
front of the first station so there is
never a delay waiting on an item.
• No machine breakdown.
• Both the first and last stations
must consist of only one machine.
The SSE#3, however, has differ-
ent operation characteristics, in-
cluding work done in lots of one
or more. The programs also differ
in the rules that govern operator
movement. For example, in SSE#6
(the TSS-modeled program), opera-
tors move counterclockwise with a
part until they reach a station al-
ready occupied by an operator.
The part is either placed in front of
the station or passed directly to
the operator.
In the SSE#5, (the more common
modular style) operators attempt
to move to another station in the
priority list once they have either
reached their time limit at the sta-
tion or when they have completed
a garment lot.
"It just depends on the type of
modular system being used," said
Schroer. "Most manufacturers
have modular set ups similar to
the SSE#5 program." About 50
companies already have requested
copies of the program. Schroer
says most users can become profi-
cient in the use of the system with
an hour of training.
Some manufacturers are using
the simulation program to check
their modular plans before implem-
entation, says Schroer. Others,
who may still be investigating
whether to go modular, use the
program to form such plans.
U.S. companies may request a
copy of the free program, which in-
cludes two disks and a manual, by
calling (205) 544-2223, or faxing a
request to (205) 544-3151. _z
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Plant Manager Wanted
Quality shirt and pant manufacturer
seeks professional to manage a 300
machine sewing plant located at
"-Ponce, Puerto Rico. Expertise in all
aspects of cut, sew, training,
--production, quality control,
engineering; proven record of work
within budget and of meeting
deadlines. Bilingual
(English/Spanish). Commensurate
salary plus excellent performance
bonus. Send resume and salary
history to:
Human Resources Manager
Life Mfg. Corp.
P.O. Box 1178
Caguas, Puerto Rico 00726
or leave message at AACA booth for
appointment in Atlanta during Bobbin
Show.
Job Candidates
Contact Wayne Wilson, Wilson &
Associates, 813 796 4955.
#1082 - Plant Manager/Sewing
Manager, 30 years exp. in knits
#3058 - Head Mechanic, Southeast,
20 years exp. in knit/woven
#1161 - Contract Manager, bi-
lingual, 18 yeats exp., degreed
#3919 - Cutting Room Manager,
men's and women's knits, woven,
and fleece up to 120,000
dozen per week
#3818 - Director of Merchandising
and Product Dev., world traveled,
sourced knits/wovens
#3883 - Director of Development and
Processing for large 4 plant
operation, SPC in fabric and dye
finish
#3912 - Plant Manager, engineering
background, bedding, quilts, 19 +
years exp.
#3896 - General Manager home
furnishings, 20 years exp.,
engineering background
#3914 - General Manager, curtains
and drapes, 20 years" production
experience, computers
#3849 - Warehouse/Distribution
Manager experienced with computer
systems
#3761 - Quality Manager with over
30 years exp. as a master tailor
#1304-hdus_l a _gineer with
over 20 years et_._th knit and
woven children's wear
Wanted
Any quantf_v of branded clothing
wanted; irregulars and closeouts -
Jeff Mast, Jarel Eat. 609 589 5277.
*Jarel is now supplying our
members' outlet stores with branded
clothing as well.
Commercial
Thread - We BUY,SELL/TRADE;
all colors, types and sizes; elastic
and related products, too. Turn your
excess inventory into $$$. Call
Jacqui (purchasing) or Lori (Sales)
at 800 723 1214.
Modular Manufacturing
Software
NASA's Marshall Space Right
Center (MSFC) has developed
simulation software for studying
modular manufacturing systrnes.
The software can simulate modules
with stand up and sit down
operators. The software includes a
user manual. For a free copy of the
software call MSFC at (205) 54.4
2223 or FAX your request to (205)
544 3151.
American Apparel Contractors Association "
P.O. Box 720693
Atlanta, GA 30358
FIRST CLASS POSTAGE
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Cleaning Alternatives. The Man-Gill
Chemical Co. has been providing techni-
cal expertise at educational seminars where
aqueous cleaning equipment as a replace-
ment for traditional solvent-based clean-
ing systems are discussed. The seminars
were created to inform companies of the
environmental compliance issues involved
in replacing solvent cleaners and current
options available. The schedule of semi-
nars is updated monthly: for dates and
locaUons contact the company at (800)
627-6422 or fax (216) 486-1214.
CFC Replacement Guide. Many machine
shops face problems involved with manda-
tory elimination of CFCs and other ozone-
depleting solvents. To assist manufacturers
with such problems, the NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center has produced a 631-
page handbook that discusses the regula-
tory aspects of solvent replacement, with
product data on acceptable replacement
solvents, including aqueous and semi-aque-
ous based cleaners, alcohol and particle-
blast systems. Copies can be obtained at no
charge by requesting the "CFC Replace-
ment Critical Area Response" at George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center, Technology
Utilization Office, Code AT01, Huntsville,
AL 35812, telephone (205) 544-2223, fax
(205) 544-3151.
Jig Grinder Service. An independent ser-
vice company, NASA Machine Tools, Inc.,
is now offering field service on all types
of Moore jig grinders, including conven-
tional and CNC models. The company can
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perform mechanical and pneumatic ser-
vicing, hand scraping, geometry correc-
tions, laser testing, complete rebuilds to
new machine specifications, precision air
spindle rebuilding to include dynamic
balancing, new bearings shaft replace-
ment and other services. For more infor-
mation, contact the company at IB
Frassetto Way, Lincoln Park, NJ 07035,
telephone (201) 633-5200.
_ C,_rants. Brown & Sharpe Manu-
facturing Co. has awarded metrology equip-
ment grants to 25 schools throughout the
United States in the company's sixth annual
Excellence In Metrology Education Grant
Program. This year's awards, the most ever
granted since the program began in 1988,
were presented to 18 colleges and universi-
ties, two community colleges, and five tech-
nical schools located in 15 states and the
District of Columbia. The awards are used
to defray the cost of acquiring B&S metrol-
ogy equipment including the MicroVal per-
sonal CMM, Leitz measuring microscopes,
and the MicroVA1 PFx personal flexible
gage, a desktop computer-controlled CMM.
Spindle Repair. GMN Whimon Spindle,
located in Farmington, Connecticut, has
opened a rebuild and repair facility to ser-
vice its West Coast customers. The facility,
located at 369 S. Acacia Ave., Fullerton,
CA 92631, is equipped and staffed to per-
form repairs on ball and roller bearing
spindles up to approximately 250 pounds,
24 inches long. and 14 inches in diameter.
Call (800) 795-7811 for details.
Jm'mARv, 1994
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NASA's Role in Apparel Manufacturing Simulation
by
Carl Ziemke and Ismail Akbay
In the June 1993 issue of Apparel Manufacturing, readers became aware
that the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, Alabama was
offering a free Modular Manufacturing and Simulation data package that would
permit manufacturing to simulate modular manufacturing processes on ordinary
PC microcomputers without buying software or paying for specialized operator
training. The response to this offer was exceptional but undoubtedly many
requesters wondered why a major NASA propulsion center developed such
expertise in software aimed primarily at the apparel manufacturing industry. The
answer lies in the long-time MSFC association with the University of Alabama in
Huntsville (UAH) and the many MSFC/UAH joint research projects accomplished
over the past 30 years.
Between 1989 and 1992, UAH engineers were chartered by the State of
Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs to conduct a
technology transfer program in support of the state apparel manufacturers. At
approximately the same time, UAH engineers were under contract to MSFC to
jointly develop advanced simulation software. As university researchers became
aware of basic problems in the apparel manufacturing industry, they observed
that considerable effort was being expended to overcome the limitations of the
traditional "progressive bundle" manufacturing method in favor of some faster,
higher quality, more flexible systems such as Unit Production Systems (UPS) and
modular manufacturing.
It soon became apparent that apparel manufacturers were having difficulty
evaluating and/or adopting UPS and modular manufacturing systems. The
difficulty was the general use of spreadsheets or "cut and try" approaches to
implement these systems for a given style or type of garment. What was needed
was a "try before you buy" computer simulation system that would allow a check
of an apparel production layout before it was implemented on the sewing floor.
The UAH engineers reviewed the MSFC-funded simulation software
program and found that it could be adapted to planning both UPS and modular
manufacturing apparel production systems. Subsequently, this simulation
software was used to analyze UPS and modular manufacturing systems in
several Alabama apparel plants.
In June 1992, the same UAH engineers obtained a technology transfer
contract with the Technology Utilization Office (TUO) of the Marshall Space Flight
Center. The TUO is a leading pro-active organization that has served over 1,000
clients in the last four years. Recently, it was determined that the TUO would give
special emphasis to meeting critical tech-transfer needs of its target southeastern
clientele. In this area, apparel manufacturing is a major industry and also is one
that is interested in converting to modular manufacturing. Thus, the MSFC TUO
directed UAH to develop a Critical Area Response package on Modular
Manufacturing and Simulation. This data package was to be offered at no cost to
all U.S. citizens or firms that would request it. This decision represented a
breakthrough in technology transfer because the State of Alabama did not have
the resources or inclination to provide such data on a nationwide basis.
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A description of the simulation data package is in order. It was developed
to enhance the adoption and use of the modular manufacturing concept. This
concept involves the use of dedicated, cross-trained, self-directed work groups to
produce a finished product or at least a major sub-assembly of a product. These
work groups are often given specialized names such as "modules', "clusters" or
"teams'. Use of the modular manufacturing concept can provide:
• Shorter product throughput times
• Greatly reduced work-in-progress
• Higher product quality
• Greater product flexibility
• Increased plant productivity
• Reduced employee turnover/absenteeism
Computer simulation of modular manufacturing can be very useful in its
adoption. "Basically, it's for companies that want to convert from the old
progressive bundle system to modular", says Dr. Bernard Schroer, Chairman of
the Industrial and Systems Engineering department at UAH and leader of the
simulation software development. "It lets management design and analyze the
module without making the actual investment". Once the computer simulation
model of a proposed production module has been formulated, it can be tested in
a few minutes of PC computer time to determine its effectiveness. Numerous
options can be tested in a "what if" manner in a relatively short time to determine
their effect on productivity.
Despite the obvious advantages of computer simulation of modular
manufacturing processes, barriers exist, especially for the smaller apparel
manufacturers. Normally, such firms would have to purchase an expensive
computer simulation language. Next, they would have to hire or train a skilled
employee to learn the software and then develop, verify and validate simulation
models. To overcome this problem, MSFC and UAH have developed software
that can automatically generate the simulation code. This software is provided on
two diskettes in the free data package now available from the MSFC TUO. the
reason that computer simulation is important in the design of production modules
is that these modules may contain four to twenty operators who work within
groups of workstations that can exceed the number of operators by 50% or more.
Operators move between workstations in response to several dynamic cues such
as the number of garment pieces accumulating ahead of a given workstation.
Usually, several combinations of operations and machines can be proposed to
produce a given product. The optimal arrangement is seldom obvious but can be
derived by computer simulation.
The data package offered by MSFC includes two diskettes containing
three different programs. Also included are instructional manuals and seven
recent journal articles by UAH authors that deal with the implementation of
modular manufacturing and its simulation in the apparel manufacturing industry.
This data package consists of 132 pages of information.
The three computer programs provided, SSE#3, SSE#5 and SSE#6, allow
different approaches to the design of manufacturing modules. The SSE#3
program is based on work done in lots as few as one unit and has some unique
work rules. In the SSE#6, (modeled after the commercial TSS program),
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operators move counter-clockwise with a part until they reach a station already
occupied by an operator. Then the workpiece is either placed in front of the
station or passed directly to the operator.
In the SSE#5, (the more common modular style), the operators attempt to
move to another station in the priority list once they have either reached their
time limit at the station or when they have completed a garment lot. Choice of
programs depends on the type of modular system manufacturers have chosen.
Most manufacturers use programs similar to that of the SSE#5 program.
The Modular Manufacturing Simulation data package has been provided
primarily to small manufacturers. However, it has also been requested by large
firms such as Vanity Fair, Haggar and Playtex. It has been sent to firms that
manufacture textiles, thread, boots, shoes, leather gloves, automobile seat
covers and golf bags. Over 200 copies have been requested and it can still be
obtained by faxing a request to (205) 544-3151 or addressing a written request
to:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
A'I-I'N: AT01/Ismail Akbay
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NASA Assistance to Machine Shop Problems
M. Carl Ziemke, P.E.
The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, Alabama is one of
the nine NASA field centers directed to provide techncial assistance to
businesses and individuals on a no-cost basis. However, as a long-established
manufacturing center, MSFC is especially able to assist machine shops. This
assistance in solving technical problems is not limited to Alabama and
neighboring states. Of course, if the client needs to visit MSFC from a
considerable distance, travel costs can be a factor.
The free assistance is possible because of a series of legislative acts
beginning with the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Transfer ACt of 1980 and
ending with the National Competitiveness Technology Transfer ACt of 1989. The
net effect of this legislation is to empower NASA centers, as well as other
government laboratories, to provide free technical advice to U.S. citizens and
industries. In some cases, NASA engineers or scientists will visit client's facilities
to better understand the problems. Also, NASA facilities can be used for
problem-solving. In a few cases, the problem-solving effort turns into a special
project wherein NASNMSFC puts significant money, manpower and materialsinto the effort.
How the System Work,_
At the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), technology transfer outreach
is directed by the Technology Utilization Office (MSFC/TUO). This organization
is headed by Mr. lsmail Akbay. His office operates as shown in Figure 1. It may
be seen that the Technology Utilization Office, (TUO) has special agreements to
operate in Alabama and five neighboring states. Consequently, over 70% of all
work is done in these six states. Technical inquiries arrive directly from the
private sector or by referral from other federal organizations. Most clients use a
standard MSFC form called a technical request/problem statement, but this is not
mandatory. All these requestor's input flow to the Technology Assistance Board
(TAB). This board is comprised primarily of engineers from MSFC and its
contractors, who number about 2,400.
As shown in Figure 1, inquiries may go to various destinations, depending
on their nature. Most requests are sent to MSFC Science and Engineering
Laboratories or to major MSFC contractors such as Rockwell Intemational or
Boeing. Additional destinations could be other NASA field centers or other
federal labs. Note the feedback loop to the TAB and the alternate route of new
technology disclosures. These are relatively rare because most clients
(requestors) are not working with technology that is new to MSFC.
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It should be appreciated that ati work on technical requests is done on a
non-interference basis with regular NASA projects such as the space station.
Also, it may take some time to find the right person or persons to answer a
particular request.
Classification of Work
Because the Marshall Space Flight Center is strongly involved in
advanced manufacturing, requests for technical assistance accepted at MSFC
have reflected thjs fact. This is illustrated in Figure 2. Note the concentration on
materials and process engineering. Requests for data on materials often
includes composites, which is a MSFC specialty. Environmental management
requests often involve inquiries about substitute industrial solvents and/or
disposal of waste products. Also important are requests in the areas of robotics
and automation, including vision systems.
In many cases, the technical requests are satisfied by recommendation of
the many types of advanced off-the-shelf hardware in use at MSFC.
TaoDino into the System
Probably the fastest way to get technical assistance from MSFC is to
contact the director of the Technology Utilization Office directly. His address is
given below. Mail or FAX a request for a Technical Request/Problem Statement
form. Filling this out and returning it will help speed the response process. Also,
additional pages of information including drawings may be submitted with the
MSFC form. Contact:
ismail Akbay
Technology Utilization Office, AT01
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, AL 35812
Phone (205) 544-2223
FAX (205) 544-3151
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NASA Center Offering Free Assistance To Manufacturers
by
M. Carl Ziemke
As U.S. manufacturers gear up to compete in the global market, many of
them have begun to make use of NASA technology and technical assistance in
their endeavors. This service has been made possible by federal legislation
"opening up" approximately 700 federal labs to private industry. Pioneer
legislation was the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Transfer Act of 1980, followed
by additional legislation culminating in the National Competitiveness Technology
Transfer Act of 1989.
The results of this legislation can be summarized as follows:
U.S. manufacturers (and individuals) have access to license the patents
and other technology in the federal labs. This includes technology
developed by federal contractors,
Federally developed patents are available for licensing to industry both
on a semi-exclusive or non-exclusive basis,
Federal patent holders can receive royalties from these patents,
Federal employees will receive career credit for participation in
technology transfer, and
• Federal laboratory facilities can be made available for use by industry.
The regulations just cited apply to all federal laboratories, although only
about 130 are large enough to be effective in this effort. Among these are
nine NASA field centers. Of the nine, the Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) in Huntsville is the most active in this effort. To date, the MSFC has
received over 700 requests for technical assistance called "problem
statements".
The variety of requests is extremely broad. One request involves safe
removal of a bat colony from a church steeple. Others. such as those
received from Hughes Aircraft, are highly technical. Most of the clients are
from small to medium-sized companies. The length of time necessary to solve
a problem statement varies from about one week to four months. In some
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cases, laboratory experiments are necessary before a conclusion can be
reached.
It should be appreciated that technology transfer activities must be
done on time available from main stream projects such as the space shuttle.
However, many of the 1700 engineers and scientists working at MSFC are
participating in the technology transfer program. Also included are personnel
from major MSFC contractors such as Rocketdyne, Boeing, McDonnell
Douglas and Teledyne Brown.
All of the technology transfer efforts at MSFC are directed through one
organization, the Technology Utilization Office (TUO), headed by Mr. Ismail
Akbay. The MSFC/TUO also coordinates the networking efforts of several
state and private organizations in Alabama, the home state of MSFC. These
include chambers of commerce, public utilities and several state
organizations.
As a consequence of this cooperative effort, MSFC/TUO has received
more problem statements from Alabama than any other state. This office has
signed Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) on technology transfer from
governors of six Southeastern states. However, requests for assistance
(problem statements) are accepted from all 50 states.
The processing of problem statements at MSFC/TUO is a structurea
process (see figure 1). Technical inquiries from the private sector are first sent
to a Technical Applications Board (TAB). As shown in the figure, the TAB can
make several different dispositions of the queries. The most common is to
refer to MSFC Science & Engineering labs or contractors. Not shown is the
fact that a few requests for assistance are refused because they are out of
scope. They may be too general for action or may involve financial or
business assistance. Some developments may become new tec_,nology
disclosures, reported in the "Tech Briefs", "Cosmic" or "Spinoff" publications.
Review of technical inauiries over a recent 21_2year period reveals
common topics of interest to many U.S. manufacturers (see figure 2).
Obtaining assistance from MSFC is a very simple process. Most persons use
figure 3, a one-page, easy-to-use form. Readers may write for the
"Technology Request/Problem Statement" form to:
Technology Utilization Office, AT01
Marshall Space Flight Center
MSFC, Alabama 35812
Phone: (205) 544-2223
FAX: (205) 544-3151
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_ Fiauure 3  ECHNICAL_ HEQUEST/PROBLEM STATEMENT
Technology Utilization Office, AT01
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812
Phone (205) 544--2223 Fax-(205) 544--3151
_ _ _ _.__ Date
JOrganization/Company _
t Address
I Phone: Fax:Comoany ContactPerson
Problem Title: (brief, but descriptive title, using key words)
Definition of Problem: (provide background, context, and description of problem)*
Action to Date: _What have you already done to solve the prooJem?)
Desired Results: fWhat would constitute a satisfactory outcome? What kind of response do you want: e.g.data
searcln, recommenaations, analyses, consultation?)
Schedule: (When are results needed: are there any intermeaiate milestones?)
Technology Transfer Rep. Phone:( )_
" NOTES
• Provide full, stand-alone exDlanation and background.
• Use additional sheets if necessary.
• Use this form to document problems with technological, rather than aaministrative or managerial, solutions.
• Try to avoid Droblems which would aDPear to place NASA in competition with private consultants, or with providers ot
existing commercial DroOuc'ts or services.
• Do not include problems callin_l for a comparative evaluation of comDetina commercial p_ro__Jctsor services
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Appendix E
Seminar Announcements
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TheUnluersltU of Illehome in Huntwille In conjunction with
The Huntsullle ChemNr of Commerce,
The Illebeme Center for Rduuncnd Tochnolog Transfer (ACflTT),
NASII°e Southeastern Regional Technolo911 Transfer Center,
end NRSR Marshall Space Flight Center's TechnologU Utlilzotlon Office Is offering o
IUEDNESDRV, OCTOBER 27, 1995
8:80 RM - 4:58 PM
2983 Wall Trlanu HlghwaU, Suite #1
Huntsullle, Rlabama 55824
(205) 461-7550
LI M ITED ENROLLMENT
CRLL [205] 8g5-6243 FOR RESERURTIONS
I
i_O_©_®_ (:_Ot0ceO _ncee Res[p®o_eo PmcIXmBe (Onc0oo_l_0) eon_]
_|_Qtr_mt0opO Pr®_mc_e aa_d) Pr_©Oe¢Oe.
i li II i I
* Replacement Soluents
* Replacement Refrigerants
, Rlternatlue Cleanln9 Methods
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MODULAR
SEMINAR
MANUFACTURING AND
October 26-27,
COMPUTER
1993
SIMULATION
Sponsors:
University of Alabama in Huntsville
NASA Regional Technology Transfer Center
Alabama Center for Advanced Technology Transfer
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Course:
There is considerable interest in computer simulation within the apparel industry. Over the past three years
UAH has developed a number of simulation models including:
°Unit production system for Camptown Togs in Clanton
=Modular manufacturing system for H. D. Lee in Bayou LaBatre
=Proposed modular system for Kappler in Guntersville
=Modular manufacturing system for Russell Corporation in Alexander City
°Distribution system for Andover Togs in Scottsboro
Because of the interest, UAH has scheduled another day and a half seminar on modular
manufacturing and computer simulation. This is a repeat of an earlier seminar in August. Topics to be
covered include:
=Steps in implementing modular manufacturing systems
=Advantages and disadvantages of modular manufacturing
=Actual implementations of modular manufacturing in Alabama firms
=What is computer simulation
=Steps in using simul_rtion
°Simulation languages (focus on GPSS/PC)
°Case studies of simulation in Alabama firms
=Use of the SSE5 and SSE6 simulators
Attendees will get hands on training in the use of GPSS/PC and two apparel modular manufacturing
simulators, SSE#5 and SSE#6 which have been developed by UAH. These simulators have been used by a
number of apparel firms in designing and analyzing manufacturing modules. A number of sample
manufacturing modules will be simulated using the SSE's.
Attendees will receive:
=Complete set of class notes
°Copy of handbook, "Modem Apparel Manufacturing Systems and Simulation" (450 pages)
=Copy of disk of limited version of GPSS/PC simulation system, Minuteman Software, Stow, MA
=Copies of disks SSE#5 and SSE#6 simulators for rapidly modeling modular manufacturing
systems (for PC) along with user manuals
Seminar details:
DATE:
LOCATION:
TIME:
October 26-27, 1993
Alabama Center for Advanced Technology Transfer (ACA'I-F)
2903 Wall Triana Highway, Suite 1
Huntsville, AL 35824-1537
(205) 461-7550
October 26
Registration 8:00 - 8:30 am
Seminar 8:30 am - 4:00 pm
Lunch provided
October 27
Seminar 8:00 - 12:00 am
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INSTRUCTORS: Bernard J. Schroer, P.E.
M. Carl Ziemke, P.E.
Bernard J. Schroer is Professor and Chairman of the Department of Industrial and
Systems Engineering at the University of Alabama in Huntsville. He has been supporting the apparel
industry in Alabama and has developed numerous simulation models. Dr. Schroer is the developer of the
UAH apparel simulator software and author of the handbook, "Modern Manufacturing Systems and
Simulation'.
REGISTRATION FEE: $195.00
Includes course materials, GPSS/PC software, UAH simulator software,
copy of handbook, and lunch
S
Alabama Center for Advanced
Technology Transfer (ACATI')
AL-l_on approx. 1 mile
2903 Wall Triana Hwy _ from ACA'I'I"Suite 1
(205) 461-7550 _ Huntsville-Madison
County Jerplex From airport take
Hwy 20 East to
Sheraton Inn roach hotels
] 772-9661 approx. 2 miles
stop light""'__.
____ Approx 10 miles
Huntsville _ xXx<_._
5 miles _ approx. 2 miles ------_"o'@.
_,_,,,,,, ,,,,!!;!!!! \o_
i i ; i i I I , I , , i ) = , i I , ]_, i i _-(_,
1-565 \
-.-- v-k, \
Highway 20 "_ L._....J 772-7479 11772-7170 /
[-----1 Ramada Inn L__..] Days Inn1-800-228-2828 772-9550
v
Huntsville/Decatur
EXIT
1-565 East
to Huntsville N_
,'7"
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Name:
SEMINAR: APPLICATION OF COMPUTER SIMULATION
IN APPAREL MANUFACTURING
REGISTRATION
October 26-27 ,1993
Company:
Address:
Telephone:
Registration Fee: $195 includes course materials, GPSS/PC software, UAH
SSE#5 and SSE#6 software, copy of handbook, and lunch.
Return to:
Helen Garrett
Center for Automation and Robotics
Engineering Building 142
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899
(205) 895-6243
FAX (205)895-6733
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Credit Alternatives as
an Export Marketing
Tool
Director: Irving Vigdor. Managing Consultant,
Redwood Associates and guest speaker Barry
J. Essig. Sr. Vice President. Barciags American
Commercial Corp.
Audience: Finance, management, sales and
marketing personnel
LeveL" Intermediate
Gain insights into credit alterna-
tives, and become secure about fi-
nancial issues as they relate to inter-
national marketing.
Topics covered include 99% of all
usual export finance/credit transac-
tions and how to use them to make
sales. An excellent overview for all
personnel involved with international
trade and finance.
Embroidery: Starting
Your Own Business
Director: Lance R. Sabo, President
Embroidery Trade Association
Audience: Would-be entrepreneurs, embroidery
managers, small businesses
Level: Basic
This seminar will help the new
embroiderer identify the various
markets within the embroidery in-
dustry. It will briefly cover such top-
ics as marketing, pricing, production
and the general operation of embroi-
dery businesses. A question and an-
swer session will follow the presenta-
tion.
Electronic
Ree ineerONfor
Quick Response
Director: Jack Shaw. President
EDI Strategies, Inc.
Audience: Business managers and technical
staff responsible for EDI. Quick Response.
process improvement and information
systems
Level" Intermediate
Strategic Marketing
and Merchandising
Director: Elizabeth A. Gerrneroth, Director.
Retail Relations. The NPD Group
Audience: Senior marketing and merchandis-
ing managers in textiles and apparel and auxil-
iary suppliers
Level: Advanced
Quick Response and EDI partner-
ships are changing relationships be-
tween raw material suppliers and re-
tailers/vendors. Gathering data
from point-of-sale systems has be-
come a proven actionable data
source for manufacturers and retail-
ers and has enormous importance in
terms of developing competitive
strategies. Lifestyle segmenting of
the target consumer has been a key
competitive strategy behind today's
most successful brands and a major
force within the changing retail land-
scape.
A leading market research firm
will review current and forecasted
apparel consumption trends and
show participants how to use con-
sumer and point-of-sale data to
shape their product, brand, price
and distribution strategies.
rcm
Synchronous
Manufacturing
Director: John W. Covington. President.
Chesapeake Consulting
Audience: Manufacturing executives, owners
and those responsible for generating profits
LeveL" Intermediate
This powerful apparel program
discusses the Theory of Constraints
(TOC) which was developed to pro-
vide a framework for managing busi-
ness more effectively. Primary em-
phasis is placed on increasing
throughput, the rate at which money
is generated from sales. This is ac-
complished by focusing on the chain
of interdependent resources, events
and processes that help get a prod-
uct to market.
3:45 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.
807 (9802)- What
You Must Know
Director: Norman E. Gelber. President
Customs and Trade Services Inc.
Audience: Business executives with responsi-
bilities in offshore production, including cus-
toms and transportation
Level: Basic
This session will help participants
prepare before beginning 807 pro-
duction. Of special interest will be
examples from others who have suc-
ceeded or failed. Analysis and sam-
ples of the paperwork which is re-
quired for 807 will be distributed.
Comparisons of freight alterna-
tives, common problems and practi-
cal solutions will help executives use
807 effectively for production needs.
0he-Page
Management
Director: Dr. Riaz Khadem. President
Infotrac. Inc.
Audience: CEOs and senior industry executives
Level: Basic
It's a total management solution
that enables an organization to cap-
ture the power of information and
maximize the potential of its people.
Use this time to gain information
about a unique process that brings
about positive change in the plant. It
can and will make a difference.
Modu/ar
Manufacturing by
Computer Simulation
Director: Bernard J. Schroer. Director
Center for Automation and Robotics
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Audience: Manufacturing managers and plant
managers
LeveL" Basic
Computer simulation for the de-
sign and analysis of modular manu-
facturing will help managers under-
stand before they begin the process
of switching to a new way to produce
sewn products.
Participants can evaluate real sys-
tems in a variety of apparel plants
and learn how simulation helps
avoid problems.
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Appendix F
Huntsville Chamber of Commerce Operations Manual
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NTSVILLE
Operating Plan
Technology Transfer Subcommittee
Engineering, Science and Technology Committee
Chamber at Commerce of Huntsville/Madison County
225 Church St.
P.O. Box 408
Huntsville, AL 35804
(205) 535-2032
FAX (205) 535-2015
September 1993
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MISSION
"To promote the efficient transfer of technology from area and
local federal agencies to appropriate members of the Huntsville
business community with particular emphasis on improving
competitiveness, fostering business growth, and encouraging
employment expansion" (October 1992).
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In the summer of 1992, Ismail Akbay, Director of the Technology
Utilization Office at NASA's Marshall Flight Center, met with Larry Waller,
President of the Huntsville/Madison County Chamber of Commerce to encourage
a strong involvement by the Chamber in technology transfer. The Marshall
Center's active and proven technology transfer program includes memorandums
of understanding with the governor's of seven southern states and a Technology
Applications Board to manage the responses to technical inquiries and problem
statements from those states. Mr. Akbay solicited the Chamber to establish a
technology transfer program to allow North Alabama firms to take full advantage
of the new program.
As a result of these initial discussions, the Chamber's Engineering,
Science, and Technology Committee, Chaired by Dr. William C. McCorkle,
Director of the Army Missile Command Research, Development, Test, and
Evaluation Center was charged with the task. Meetings between Mr. Akbay and
Dr . McCorkle resulted in the organization of the Technology Transfer
Subcommittee with Doug Stone, Boeing Aerospace Corporation, being named
chairman.
The Engineering, Science and Technology Committee charged the
Technology Transfer Subcommittee to identify approaches for the Chamber to
assist its members, as well an non-members to access the technologies at the
federal laboratories in North Alabama. These federal laboratories included the
U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM), U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense
Command (SSDC), NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and the
Tennessee Valley Authority's National Fertilizer and Environmental Research
Center (NFERC).
The initial membership of the Technology Transfer Subcommittee included
representatives from:
• The Boeing Company
• Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
. U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense Command (SSDC)
• U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM)
• Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
• Madison Research Corporation
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• Teledyne Brown Engineering
• Alabama A&M University
• Unisys Corporation
• Huntsville Chamber of Commerce
• University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH)
• Smith Advanced Technologies
• SPARTA, Inc.
• SCI Systems, Inc.
The approach, or model, for Technology Transfer selected by the
Subcommittee was based on the very successful technology transfer model in
operation at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). Figure 1 outlines
the Chamber's version of this model.
2.0 METHOD OF OPERATION
There is a continuing effort to keep the opportunity for technology transfer
support before the Chamber's membership. Chamber newsletters keep the
membership informed on the current activities of the Technology Transfer
Subcommittee and success stories are featured as they occur.
In addition, the Technology Transfer Subcommittee has prepared a
brochure describing the Chamber's technology transfer program. This brochure is
used to publicize the program and to solicit firms to call the Chamber for site
visits. A copy of the brochure is given in Appendix A.
Members of the Technology Transfer Action Board (TTAB) contact
Chamber members to explain the technology transfer program and offer to visit
the member's businesses to discuss specific technical problems, concerns or
potential improvements. The Chamber's list of local industries is used as a
source list for these contacts.
When a contact expresses interest in technology transfer, the "i'TAB
representative schedules a site visit and then assembles a visit team. The team
reviews operation at he facility to determine if there is a need or opportunity to
provide recommendations for new technology applications. Problems or concerns
will usually surface as a result of discussions during a walk-through of the facility.
All requests for support are documented on the Technical Request/Problem
Statement form shown in Figure 2.
This problem statement form provides a means of conveying information
to the resources that will attempt to provide an answer to the stated need for
technology. The various fields on the form are self-explanatory. It is very
important to have the name and number of the company contact for subsequent
follow-up by the person assigned to work the problem.
The Technical Requests/Problem Statements are then forwarded to the
TTAB. Membership of the TTAB includes the technology transfer offices from
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to technology transfer
awareness initiative
Technology Transfer
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schedules site visit
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Figure 1. Technology transfer process within the
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Chamber of Commerce
TECHNICAL REQUEST/PROBLEM STATEMENT
Human Resource Department
Chamber of Commerce, Huntsville/Madison County
P.O. Box 408, Huntsville, AL 35804-0408
Phone (205) 535-2032 Fax (205) 535-2015
- ! Date
Organization/Company.
Address
Phone:
Company Contact Person
Fax:
Problem Title: (bnef, but descriptive title, using key words)
Definition of Problem: (provide background, context, and description of problem)*
Action to Date: (whathave you already done to solve the problem?)
Desired Results: (What would constitute a satisfactory outcome? What kind of response do you want; e.g. data
search, recommendations, analyses, consultation?)
Schedule: (When are results needed; are there any intermediate milestones?)
Technology Transfer Rep. Phone:( )
* NOTES
• Provide full, stand-alone explanation and background.
• Use additional sheets if necessary.
• Use this form to document problems with technological, rather than administrative or managerial, solutions.
• Try to avoid problems which would appear to place us in competition with private consultants, or with providers of
existing commercial products or services.
; • Do not include problems c_tsng for a comp._.,__rativeevaluation of competing commercial products or services.
-- Rgtu_ 2. Technical RcqucsdProblcm Stammcnt
7O
each of the following federal laboratories and state organizations in North
Alabama, plus engineers and business representatives from local industry.
• U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM)
• U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense Command (SSDC)
• Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
• TVA National Fertilizer and Environmental Research Center (NFERC)
• University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH)
• Northeast Alabama Regional SBDC
• AIDT/Alabama Center for Advanced Technology Transfer (ACATT)
The TTAB meets approximately every two weeks to:
1) Review and assign all incoming Technical RequestslProblem
Statements to a focal point responsible for all activities associated with
the problem statement. Figure 3 shows the standard letter sent to each
firm that submits a Technical Requests/Problem Statement, denoting
Chamber acceptance and identifying the responsible organization.
2) Review status of technical requests/problem statements currently
open. Figure 4 shows the database created to track problem
assignment and status.
3) Approve final closeout of problems when the focal point has completed
planned activities. When the "I-I'AB approves the proposed closeout,
the Chamber sends the standard letter shown in Figure 5.
A follow-up letter is sent after approximately six months have elapsed
since the request for support was closed. This is intended to guide the TTAB in
judging effectiveness of activities.
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Your technb:ai request problem statementL # 33/Reslxm_ Curve for $agnac
iuter&tumemr, #:M/Polorimma iuluemi Fading, #__ Techn_ and #3_
Tour of Compwq Mutated Labor _ Yrugsmt Lab have been _ by. the
Cham_s Teehnoto_ Trans_ Actlmt Board.
The _ t_r ros_eding to yuor roquet has hem 6elegmted to:
Organization:
.'NRImE:
TdwbDm number:.
The above representative will be foUow/ug up diru:tly with you in responding to your
request. Fed free to contact this nWnmusaW_ _ concenung the status of your
request. Also, the Technoio_ Transfer Action Board will be meeUng on a regular basis to
review the agency's progress m respouding to your request.
On behalf of the Chamber, I want to thank you for your participation in the Technology
Transfer program, and i hope that you _ s satisfactory, response. If you need any
assistance piense feel free to carl me at $.35-2033+or your repn_entative at the number
above-
Sincerely,
RobertJ. Sampson. Via
Human Resources/Education
Enclosure: request/problem statements
/Is
Chamber of Commerce • Huntsville/Madison County
_2& CH'URCH STRE£T. N'W • POST OFFICE BOX _ • HI.'N'I'S_I LLF...),L.MBA.%L s, 3S8Gt-O408 • _0.'_.5,3.%2000
Figure 3. Chamber Acceptance I..ettcr
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tirol dm Ckudm'_ Ta:lmoio_ 3_mu_ Attire Bomni ts mmideri_ yore. req_s etmmi
um ?our firm ira.,- additiomd
! wmm to Oumk you for _ur interest in the (_utmberJs teehnoioly t_ prolpmn and
hope mm the t_pmue wus of wdae. if the C3mmber ca be of any _rtkr uss_mnce.
pieue c_ my.office st _S-203_
Siam_,
ll_mn J. Su_uon
VP Hmmm Resourcm/Educ#tion
enclosure: request/problem statement
Chamber of Commerce Human Resources Dep.
/is
lliill _ii/l/il-_ i/ Jr_, if * "
Hill'" - C -- I ltll_lllll,.=lli-- i _ __ --1
iiiilu" Ill liill i, imiililiilii, m
"11
i
a m a _ a till m tl ill/ItM i- m m
Chamber of Commerce • Huntsville/Madison County
2_q CH'L'RCH STREET.._'W, POST OFFICE BOX 408. H'U._'TSVILLF..._.LA.B.SO, L_ 33804-G408 *108-.q38-1000
°
Figure 5. Chamber Close-out Le_er
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HUNTSVILLE
• _-/ ._.f . :
For Immediate Release
Contact: Stacy Thomas, 535-2028
Oenise Brown, 535-2054
Technology Transfer Thrives in Huntsville,
Free Technology is Available
Since its establishment in late 1992, the Chamber of Commerce's
Technology Transfer program has sent representatives to 27 firms
requesting assistance through technology transfer.
_There is an enormous amount of technology available in the federal
laboratories located in North Alabama," Bob Sampson, Chamber Vice
President for Human Resources and Education, said. "And it's available
for companies to utilize to enhance their competitiveness. They can put
this technology to work for the benefit of their own bottom line."
Once a company makes a request for assistance to the Chamber,
it is reviewed by members of the Chamber's Technology Transfer
subcommittee, which then forwards it to the appropriate federal
laboratory, state organization or industry for follow-up. Teams of
volunteer scientists and engineers are also available for on-site visits to
companies to assist with technology problems or suggestions of
improvement opportunities.
Chamber of Commerce of Huntsville/Madison County
225 Church St. • I°O Box 408 • Hunts_lle. AL • 35804-0408 ° {205) 535-2OOO ° Fax (205) 535-2015
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"Requests for assistance have ranged from conversion of analog
movies to digital,assembly lineevaluation,to an alternativevapor
degreaser process," Sampson said.
Federal laboratoriespa_cipating inthe program are NASA's
Marshall Space FlightCenter, TVA National Fe_lizer and Environmental
Research Center, U.S. Army Missile Command and U.S. Army Space and
Strategic Defense Command.
"Research and technology can be very costlyfor small and large
businesses. We want to encourage companies to utilizethe technology
already generated by the government," Sampson said.
State organizations offeringtheirparticipationinthe program include
the Alabama IndustrialDevelopment Training center and the Northeast
Alabama Regional Small Business Development Center.
Ifyou are interested in participatingin thisfree assistance program
or would likemore information, please callBob Sampson at the Chamber
of Commerce at 535-2033.
_0
HUNTSVILLE CHAMBER'S TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROGRAM - UPDATE
Since be_Jmmg its technology uansfer program in late 1992, 27 f'u-ms have submiaexl 59
technology re_ucsT.sm mc HunLwdl¢ Chamber of Comm_cc's Technology Transf= Prognun. Fedend
l,_r_me.s m North _ p=um_mg m me program are:
• NASA Marshal/Spat:= FLightCeau=" CMSFC)
• TVA Nanoaal Feruliz,=- and,Envimnm(mtat Re.se==_ Ce.mez (NFERC)
• U.$. Army Missile Command (MICOM')
• U.S. Army Spaceand SwamgzcDdease Command (SSDC)
Local fa'=s mat Imv¢ su_ )#x,tmolo_ toques= m the Chamlx= by SIC code =-=:
slc Z_ml]m.of..F_===
2200
340O
35OO
360O
3700
38OO
4911
8O62
8711
8731
Textile miUproduc=
Cheau_ andallied prtxmms
Fahnmma me.=l ¢namcts
[ndu.smaimacam=ry,andcomgm_
and da:mcai ¢quilanmt
T_n eqmpmem
Measm'mg andconm0tJinginsm=nents
Elecm= se=vic=s
Genre-at medical and sargical lmcpiads
Eaginemng sePnc=s
Comm='mal ph_cal rme=_
I
I
2
2
4
4
3
1
I
3
_t
2.5
Some rcpres=ranve u=tmoloD, r_q,=ss thazhave been subxmm:d by the 5nns are.:
• AlmmUve vapor dcgn=ser pmc¢:m
• CFC r_tac.=ments
• Corromve prevennons coaxing mamnal
• Conve.rsmn of analog movies to digital
• Assembly line evaiuauon
•Al_.x'mnve pomng mm.enal
• Crux.ragswire _ sigmmx_
• Mom,dar _g u_'mologies
• De.lammanon
• "Self healing"pL_c
•Aummauc scaUopmg of lace
The aboverr..q_r._ have been forwarded to the following m'ganizaxions for followup:
• 24 MICOM
• 19 MSFC
• 3 SSDC
• 5 AIDTrainmg
• ,* Indas_.
• 3 TVA/NFERC
• I Nor'Jzast Sma/l Business Development Ceatm" (SBDC)
For more informauon on the programor to sche.,dul=a visit, call Mr. Bob Sampson at [he Chamber at
.
(205)535-2031orfaxyourrequesto535-2015.
Huntsville Chamber of Commerce
Technology Transfer Initiative
The Huntsville Chamber of Commerce has established an innovative program to
assist firms access the vast amount of technology available in the federal laboratories in
North Alabama. The federal laboratories participating in the program are the NASA
Marshall Space Hight Center (MSFC), Tennessee Valley Authority's National Fertilizer
and Environmental Research Center (NFERC), U. S. Army Missile Command (MICOM),
and the U. S. Army Space and Strategic Defense Command (SSDC). State organizations
offering their participation include the Alabama Industrial Development Training
(AIDTraining) and the Northeast Alabama Regional Small Business Development Center
(SBDC).
Firms can either submit their technical requests directly to the Chamber or call the
Chamber for a site visit. A team of volunteer scientists and engineers will then visit the
firm and help identify potential technologies available in the federal laboratories.
The Chamber's Technology Transfer Subcommittee meets every two weeks to
review all new requests and the status of prior requests. Representatives of the
Subcommittee include the technical transfer agents from the federal laboratories, local
industries and universities. The technology requests arc then forwarded directly to the
appropriate federal laboratory, state organization, or industry, for foUowup.
Since the start of the technology transfer program in late 1992, 27 firms have been
visited and 26 firms have submitted 59 technology requests. The technology requests have
been sent to the following organizations for foUowup:
• 24 MICOM
• 19 MSFC
• 3 SSDC
• 5 AIDTraining
• 4 Industry
• 3 TVA/NFERC
• 1 Northeast Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
For more information on the program or to schedule a visit, call Mr. Bob Sampson at the
Chamber at (205)535-2032, or fax your request to 535-2015.
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HUNTSVILLE CHAMBER'S TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROGRAM - UPDATE
Since beginning its technology transfer program in late 1992, 27 f'Lrms have submitted 59
technology requests to the Huntsville Chamber of Commerce's Technology Transfer Program. Federal
laboratories in North Alabama participating in the program are:
• NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
• TVA National Fertilizer and Environmental Research Center (NFERC)
• U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM)
• U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense Command (SSDC)
Local firms that have submitted technology requests to the Chamber by SIC code are:
SIC Deserivtion Number of Firm_
2200
2800
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
4911
8062
8711
8731
Textile mill products
Chemical and allied products
Fatnicat_ metal products
Industrial machinery and computer
Electronic and electrical equipment
Transportation equipment
Measuring and controlling instruments
Eleclric services
General medical and surgical hospitals
Engineering services
Commercial physical research
I
1
2
2
4
4
3
1
1
3
._3
25
Some representative technology requests that have been submitted by the firms are:
• Alternative vapor degreaser process
• CFC replacements
• Corrosive preventions coating material
• Conversion of analog movies to digital
• Assembly line evaluation
• Alternative potting material
• Coatings with thermal signatures
• Modular manufacturing technologies
• Delammation
• "Self healing" plastic
• Automatic scalloping of lace
The above requests have been forwarded to the following organizations for followup:
• 24 MICOM
• 19 MSFC
• 3 SSDC
• 5 AIDTraining
• 4 Industry
• 3 TVA/NFERC
• I Northeast Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
For more information on the program or to schedule a visit, call Mr. Bob Sampson at the Chamber at
(205)535-2032, or fax your request to 535-2015.
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Making
Huntsville Chamber
the Connection with
of Commerce
Technology Transfer
The Huntsville Chamber of Commcrce's Technology Transfer Program has opened
the door to technology by providing company assistance with technological needs. The
principle goal of the program is to transfer technology from governmental agencies to
private companies. Uniting with various organizations, the program is able to make the
connection with a technology transfer team prepared to assist in locating, assessing, and
commercializing technology to enhance individual competitiveness.
An array of participating state and federal organizations include experts from
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, U. S. Army Missile Command, Tennessee
Valley Authority, U. S. Army Space and Strategic Defense Command, and the Federal
Laboratory Consortium, an organization of government research laboratories specializing in
the transfer of technology to private sector companies. Technology Transfer teams are also
available to visit a company to help with technology problems or suggest improvement
opportumties.
Through the efforts of the Huntsville Chamber, technology success is being
harnessed. Help build this success by contacting the Huntsville Chamber of Commerce at
(205)535-2322 and making the connection with technology transfer.
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PUTTING TECHNOLOGY TO WORK FOR YOU
Baffled by a technical problem? Have you m_ed to the experts and found no good solution? Why
not ask your Chamber of Commerce? By filling out a simple form, you'll kick off a process that will get
the a-enrion of peopte with the know-how to help.
Your problem will first be reviewed by the Chamber's Technology Transfer Applicanons Board,
which demnmnes who can help. The Board looks for experts a_ NASA, at MICOM, at SSDC, at TVA and
at a host of other agencies, including the Federal I.abemmry Consortium, an orgammnon of government
resea_h _ pledgedto u'an_er _echnoio_ to people in the privam sector.
The answer you get back will be one of several possibilities. Maybe you'll score a direct hit and
somebody will be able to solve your problem swaght away. Maybe you'Ll get a phone caJl from an
engineer or scientist, suggesting something to try, or asking for more i_fonnarion. You might get back
the results of a library search, showing you everything that's been done lately to solve problems like yours.
Call Bob Sampson at (205)535-2032 for more information or fill out the form below and marl or fax it to
the Chamber.
TECHNICAL REQUEST/PROBLEM STATEMENT
Human Resource Oe0anment
ChamOer ol Commerce, Huntsvtlle/MacltsOn County
P O ROX 408. Huntsville. AI 35604-040_
Phone 1205) 535.2032 F:ix ¢2051 535 201 5
I i:i_i:_Ofgan_zat|° n'C ° ml:}any
Date
Phone: Fax:
Problem Tille: ;bt=el nut r_esct:{_twe I_le. using key worOs)
De|miltOn cI PrOblem ::_.._e oac_,olouna :cn_e.l 1.a aescr=olton ol i;rooternl
ACtlOrl [o LI _[e: .'.':hnl n:t,_e yOU olreaov aone to ._owe me oroolcm ))
Oeslrecl Results:,',','ll..ll wOula constllute a SallSl3ClOrv oU|rO rne ;Wllal kil_30I resoottse ao you wa.i ._ c133[ :=
seater r._¢3mnteno,'lliorls .ln31vses COllSuIl,.ll_n;)
Scheoute: .'..,.,,_,e,,,..su.st,_.eaea,areIne_rean',"._letme,Jtalem=lt_SlOnes;|
Tecllnology rr;_rlsler RuO. _ Phone: I )
" r|OTES
exiling con-cnefoat ¢tooucls'ot seMces ----I _OflllC|$ Ol w.PfVt( t*_
Huntsville Chamber of Commerce
Technology Transfer Program
Update
draft 11/3/93
Since beginning the program in late 1992, a total of 26 local
firms have submitted 59 requests for technical assistance to
the Chamber's Technology Transfer Program.
Firms submitting requests include:
MagneTek
Morgan Research Corp
SEMCO, Inc
DESE Research, Inc
Bowden Industries, Inc
Disc Manufacturing
Jacquard Lace Company, Inc
MGV Manufacturing
Lampi Corporation
Advanced Composite Technology
Campbell Engineering, Inc
Lindy Manufacturing Co
The majority of the requests have come from Engineering Service
firms (SIC8711 and 8731), Electronic and Electrical Equipment companies
(SIC3600) and Transportation Equipment companies (SIC3700).
Over 40% of the requests have been from firms with employment of
less than 50. Also, over 40% of the requests have been sent to the
U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM) and 32% to the NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center (MDFC).
For more information on the program, or for a site visit,
call the Huntsville Chamber at 535-2032.
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SIC
Firms suomittlncJ requests I=y SIC code
Oua'm_on NumOer o1 firms
?.200
2600
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8711
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AIAA Represents The Aerospace Profession
T he American Institute ofAeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA) is the principal society
serving the aerospace profession The
Alabama-Mississippi section is 1,200
members strong and will celebrate its
3Oth anniversary in December (see
HATS calendar).
As the nation's oldest and largest
aeronautics and astronautics
society, AIAA's purpose is to ....
dva ce the arts, cie ces and
technology of these two
professions.
On both national and local levels,
AIAA is dedicated to raising the
standards of technical excellence,
productivity, professionalism, public
awareness, and respect for aeronautic
and astronautic technology within and
outside the aerospace community.
MAA hag 36,000 members in 64
sections and 8,000 student members in
132 student branches. Over 2,500 of its
Constitution To Be Amended
HATS members will vote on
amendments to the HATS constitution
-- and bylaws at the general meeting in
January. Most changes have been
suggested to better define
responsibilities of HATS commiuees
and to clarify administrative processes.
Members received copies of the changes
at the September general meeting. For
- more information on the proposed
changes, call the HATS office, 837-
4287.
HATS Bud2et Avvroved
The HATS budget for the fiscal '94
year was approved at the September
general meeting. It went into effect Oct.
I. Disbursements for the year are set at
$68,565 with receipts set at $71,545. Of
the receipts, $53,000 is expected to be
raised through TABES '94.
AIAA Supports Student Events
The Alabama-Mississippi Section of the
AIAA will sponsor two upcoming
student activities. In February, AJAA
will launch the next SOAK (Sub-Orbital
Academic Research) rocket, a 4-inch
diameter, 15-pound sounding rocket that
propels about three miles high over
members reside in foreign countries.
AIAA also has 75 corporate membors.
MAA has 54 technical committees. It
publishes Aerospace America, the AIAA
Student Journal and six archive
journals. The local section publishes a
hi-monthly newsletter called A/AA
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sponsor of this event. Reservations: 837-
4287 by Nov. 5.
Tech Assistance Available
Since its establishment in late 1992,
the Technology Transfer program
coordinated by the Huntsville/Madison
County Chamber of Commerce has
assisted27 companies through
technology transfer.
"There is an enormous amount of
technology available in the federal
laboratories located in North Alabama,"
said Bob Sampson, Chamber vice
president for Human Resources and
Education. "And, it's available for
companies to utilize to enhance their
competitiveness. They can put this
technology to work for the benefit of
their own bottom line."
Rz_que._sfor company assistance are
reviewed by members of the Chamber's
Technology Transfer subcommittee,
which then forwards it to the
appropriate federal laboratory, state
organi2ation or industry for follow-up.
Teams of volunteer scientists and
engineers arc also available for on-s_te
visits to companies to assist with
technology problems or to make
suggestions concerning improvement
opportunities.
"Requests for assistance have ranged
from conversion of analog movies to
digital assembly line evaluation to an
alternative vapor degreascr process,"
Sampson said.
Federal laboratories participating in
the program are NASA's Marshall
Space Flight Center, TVA National
Fertilizer and Environmental Research
Center, U.S. Army MAssile Command,
and U.S. Army Space and Strategic
Defense Command.
"Research and technology can be
very costly for small and large
businesses. We want to encourage
companies to utilize the technology
already generated by the government,"
Sampson said.
State organizations offering their
participation in the program includethe
Alabama Industrial Development
Training Center and the Northeast
Alabama Regional Small Business
Development Center.
For more information on this free
program or to volunteer to assist in this
Chamberactivity, call 535-2033.
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